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Abstract: In this thesis, we proposed a Secure Alternate path,
called “Intruder safe path strategies using alternate path in an
ad hoc network” which aims at addressing the above
limitations by combining the best properties of both proactive
and reactive approaches. The proposed algorithm is based on
the concept of Shortest path algorithm i.e. Dijkstra algorithm
to achieve the security goals. The thesis details the design of
the proposed algorithm and providing security and analysis its
robustness in the presence of multiple possible security attacks
that involves impersonation, modification, fabrication and
replay of packets caused either by an external advisory or an
internal compromised node within the network. The security
and performance evaluation of alternate path algorithm
through simulation indicates that the proposed scheme
successfully defeats all the identified threats and achieves a
good security at the cost of acceptable overhead. Together with
existing approaches for securing the network stack, the Secure
Alternate path can provide a foundation for the secure
operation of an ad hoc network.
Keywords: MANET, Security, Secure alternate path, SEAD.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) sometimes called a
wireless ad hoc network or a Mobile mesh network is a
wireless network, comprised of mobile computing devices
(Nodes)
that
use
wireless
transmission
for
communication, without the aid of any established
infrastructure or centralized administration such as a base
station or an access point . Secure routing in the field of
mobile ad hoc networks is one of the most emerging
areas of research. Designing a foolproof security in an ad
hoc routing is a challenging task due to the unique
network characteristics such as, lack of central authority,
rapid node mobility, frequent topology changes, insecure
operational environment, shared radio channel and limited
availability of resources. Secure alternate path has been
proposed in the literature for secure routing.
II. OBJECTIVE
Due to insecure nature of the wireless link, ad-hoc
networks require a security oriented approach as any node
can join or leave the network at any time. This is security
breach as the joining node can be a malicious node and
can have unwilling effects on the network performance.
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So it is very important to authenticate the joining nodes.
That’s why we do the following:
1.

To develop an algorithm to send data from source to
destination in secured manner.

2.

To design a path that is safe from the intruder attack
i.e. we are designing a highly efficient algorithm.

3.

To find an alternative route through which the
packets can be routed to control the congestion.

4.

To Check that the selected path is safer than the path
used in traditional routing algorithm (shortest path
algorithm).

5.

To detect malicious types of attacks in the ad hoc
environment and then apply suitable algorithm
specific for that purpose.

6.

To Compute the whole activity and then operate the
algorithm in the real time environment.

7.

We provide a suitable platform to suit ad hoc
networks must be developed in which we can
implement our algorithm.

III. ROUTING PROTOCOL IN MOBILE AD-HOC
NETWORK
Since the advent of Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) packet radio networks in the early
1970s [1], numerous routing protocols have been
developed for ad hoc mobile networks [2, 5]. As shown in
Fig. 1.4, these are generally categorized as
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Requirements of Ad-Hoc Network are:

1.

Finding the shortest route to the destination.




2.

Finding the alternative that does not involve any of
the nodes that lies on the way to the shortest path.
After that getting the acknowledgement from that
path about the ongoing communication.






Route signaling can’t be spoofed.
Fabricated routing messages can’t be injected into the
network.
Routing messages can’t be altered in transit.
Routing loops can’t be formed by through malicious
action.
Routes can’t be redirected from the shortest path by
malicious action.
Unauthorized nodes should be excluded from route
computation and discovery.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the routing mechanism used the route taken to
receiving node is shortest path and malicious resides in
the route . The scheme is as that each node must find
alternate path to the destination node which is not the
shortest path .

V. PERCENTAGE OF PACKETS DROPPED THAT
PASSED THROUGH MALICIOUS NODES
This Metric indicates the percentage of total packets
dropped that traverse malicious Nodes when using each
routing protocol, in the presence of different percentages
of malicious nodes. Assuming that all the packets that
pass through a malicious or Compromised node were
altered, this metric can be calculated as follows:

Start

Finding the shortest path
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Find node with the shortest
path node i.e. i to n

Represent the node as a block
node

Find alternative path that does not
involve blocked node

Transfer data from this alternative
path

Stop
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Secure alternate path algorithm gives the utmost
advantage to the users that it provides the maximum
security and prevent the hosts from the malicious nodes
injecting the harmful packets .Now after going this yellow
color nodes tells for packet loss for previous path and
green color tells for alternate path.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have considered the routing approaches
in mobile ad hoc networks from the security viewpoint.
We have analyzed the threats against ad hoc routing and
presented the requirements that need to be addressed for
secure routing. Existing secure routing algorithm for
mobile ad hoc networks are not much secure and
importance of MANET cannot be denied as the world of
computing is getting portable and compact. Unlike wired
networks, MANET pose a number of challenges to
security solutions due to their unpredictable topology,
wireless shared medium, heterogeneous resources and
stringent resource constraints etc. The Security research
area is still open as many of the provided solutions are
designed keeping a limited size scenario and limited kind
of attacks and vulnerabilities.
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We are providing the solution for the problems where we
can save the ad hoc network from the active attack of
Intruders that are on the basis of algorithmic
implementations. Generally the path selected for data
transfer in ad hoc network is the shortest path because of
this intruder attack is also in same area. We have
generated such a path in which no node from the shortest
path will be included. It will give a secure and efficient
approach of data transmission in ad hoc network in
unicast routing.
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The proposed algorithm intends to provide security. The
Secure Alternate path Algorithm provides a foundation
for governing a secure communication system for mobile
ad hoc networks.
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VIII.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

The proposed algorithm presented in this thesis considers
the defend of Man in Middle Attack which is possible in
the network , by using different routing algorithm and
mainly we have mentioned Routing of Data Secure
alternate path algorithm .So the future work can also be
done to lessen the possibility of attack by using Intrusion
detection of the network ,it means that firstly we will
trace all the nodes present in the network one by one and
wherever we can find the malicious node going to attack
on that particular node ,we will detect that node and then
stopped the functioning of that particular node and not
allow that node to transfer data .It means we will give the
enhancement of intrusion detection and virus detection.
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